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Introduction 

1. In response to the Commission's letter dated January 4th outlining the process for interim approval of 
TN 7339, Vaxination Informatique submits its initial comments opposing approval of the tariffs which 
include the  commingling penalties and urges the Commission to allow implementation on February 1 of 
the version of the tariff submitted by Bell Canada on December 23rd 2011 without the penalty clauses.

2. Vaxination Informatique is also in receipt of the CNOC's Part 1 Application and the Commission 
January 6th letter on the process for the CNOC Part 1.

3. This submission is limited to the issue of penalties requested by Bell Canada in TN7339 to help the 
Commission decide on which version of TN 7339 should come into effect on February 1 while other 
issues are being discussed.  More comments may come after Bell Canada responds to the Commission's 
mini-interrogatory.

Comments on the process 

4. Decisions 2011-703 and 704 imposed a very tight implementation deadline for complex issues 
because of the need to separate two identical services at the network and billing levels. The Bell 
Canada implementation is flawed, but perhaps the best they could do under such a short notice. There 
are technological solutions which would greatly alleviate the number of problems, but they would 
require time to implement.

5. As it is not realistic to implement such solutions in time for the February 1 deadline (or perhaps not 
even if implementation was pushed back by a month or two), the best way to approach this is to find 
some palatable solution that can be implemented shortly while a real and long term solution is decided 
and implemented.  Implementation of  the tariffs with some compromises will allow both sides to gain 
experience and real data on how the system performs (as well as more time to adapt to the new system) 
yielding more intelligence on how to shape the permanent implementation. 

6. As the Commission will see in the rest of this document, the penalties, as requested by Bell Canada 
must not be approved as they are neither just nor reasonable. Other means of dissuading abuses (or 
"gaming" as Bell Canada calls it) are available and could form an acceptable stop-gap measure until a 
permanent solution can be implemented.

7. To this end, I would urge the Commission to reject the TN7339 version which include the penalties  and 
implement on February 1 using the version of TN 7339 submitted by Bell Canada on December 23 
that was without the penalty clause (or vary it to include some  more acceptable penalties).
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Some Background

8.  While the Commission has already requested some clarifications from Bell Canada, this submission 
includes a brief description so it can be understood.

• End user tries to establish a PPPoE connection to his ISP using  jdoe@myISP.com 
The "myISP.com" is called the "realm".

• The BAS router at Bell sees the login packet and determines the destination based on the 
realm. The destination is the ISP's router connected to the  AHSSPI.

• The BAS router establishes an L2TP session (a "tunnel")  with the ISP's router. The BAS acts 
as a LAC, the ISP's router as the LNS. Once established, an L2TP session can tunnel multiple 
PPPoE sessions for end users connected to the same BAS and same ISP.

• In cases where an ISP has multiple AHSSPI links,  each BAS (there are hundreds) decides 
which AHSSPI link will be used for a particular PPPoE session. The decision is based on round-
robin and is essentially random from a network management point of view. The BAS does not 
know if an AHSSPI is congested or not.

• In Bell's proposed implementation, business users would be given different login credentials 
(such as jdoe@business_ISP.com ) so that the BAS could then send the PPPoE to a different 
destination.  This destination would end up on the same physical AHSSPI, but in a VLAN 
which is not rate limited, whilst customers using a residential realm would be connected via a 
VLAN which is rate limited based on how much capacity was purchased for that AHSSPI link.

• While the BAS router receives information on the origin of the call, it does not forward it to 
the ISP. Therefore, the ISP has no way to know whether a session originates from a phone line 
tagged as "business" or "residential".  

• As it is Bell Canada which decides whether a PPPoE session will be established via a 
residential or business L2TP tunnel to the ISP, and as it is the BAS which makes the connection 
to the ISP using that decision,  the ISP has no control over the process and cannot cheat at 
that level. 

• Once the PPPoE session has been established, the ISP's router has a solid association between 
the IP address assigned to the user, the PPPoE session for that user, and which L2TP tunnel to 
use to reach the BAS which serves that user.  

9. Because the ISP does not obtain any information on the port or telephone number which originated the 
PPPoE session (and even less whether that one is business or residential), it has no way to block or allow 
a connection based on whether that user should be using such a line or not. Consider the case where a 
businessman uses his work credentials while at working at home.

10. If Bell Canada is not able to distinguish between business and residential in  real time and must 
reconciliate information in batch at the end of the month  it cannot expect the ISPs to do this in real time, 
especially since they are provided with even less information.
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The Penalties are not Just and Reasonable

27. (1) Every rate charged by a Canadian carrier for a 
telecommunications service shall be just and reasonable.

11. Bell Canada requests that should a PPPoE session from a residential phone line be "caught" using a 
business realm (and thus bypassing the purchased capacity limits)  the capacity charge be augmented 
to the full capacity of the AHSSPI link.

12. While there may be cases where an ISP may wilfully try to cheat Bell Canada, the Commission must 
consider that in majority of cases, such errors will likely be out of the control of the ISP.

13. Consider a case of a businessman who has a business DSL service at his office, but works from home 
during holidays and decides to use his business PPPoE credentials with ISP-X while his kids still use their 
residential PPPoE credentials with ISP-Y.  This is perfectly innocent with no intent to defraud and both 
have paid in full for the type of usage they make.

14. Consider that ISP-X purchases 400 mbps on a 1gpbs AHSSPI.

15. Bell Canada will detect a session from johndoe@ISP-X which originated from a residential telephone 
line. It will then inflict the penalty on ISP-X boosting the capacity purchase to 1gbps

16. This penalty will then consist of 600mbps worth of additional capacity priced at $2213/100mbps or 
a total of $13,278.00

• This is a penalty for a legitimate type of usage

• This is a penalty for a type of usage which the ISP cannot detect or prevent.

• Considering the very tight margins for the independent ISPs and the very high per 100mbps 
price, allowing a single user to ruin the ISP with such exorbitant penalties should not be 
tolerated.

• What happens if an ISP has multiple AHSSPIs ? Will the penalty reflect a boost in capacity for 
all of the AHSSPIs, or just the one that the end user happend to be switched to ?

17. Consider a case where an ISP has 2 AHSSPIs, one at 600mbps, and one at 500mbs. The amount of 
the penalty would depend on which AHSSPI that user was switched to, a decision that is more or less 
random and decided by Bell Canada's equipment.

18. Consider a case of  ISP-A which has purchased 800mbs of capacity and uses it to the maximum, 
compared to ISB-B that purchases 400mbps and has plenty of spare within than 400mbps. In the 
above scenario,  ISP-A would have to pay $4426, while ISP-B would have to pay $13,278 for the 
same so called "infraction", and despite ISP-B having  spare capacity within his 400mbps which could 
have handled the load.

19. Such a penalty which would cause extreme hardship on the smaller ISPs and is thus and not 
reasonable. And because the same infraction will cost different ISPs wildly different amounts that are not 
relative to the impact on the network of this so called infraction, it cannot be considered just.

20. Therefore, the Commission must reject this type of penalty.
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Is there a need for a penalty ?

21. Bell Canada is correct in stating that there is the potential for "gaming" by some ISPs. However, how 
serious the problem would be with or without penalties is not known. Like with un-corelated charges, 
there are many instances where there is legitimate use which would trigger Bell's penalty.

22. For an ISP to wilfully cheat, it would have to allow residential users to use the business realm when 
establishing a session. This way, the residential users would be considered "business" by the BAS and 
shunted to the non-rate-limited VLAN to the ISP.

23. The reverse (business user using the residential realm) is not a problem, except that he ends up paying 
twice for capacity (the portion that is embedded in the fixed business rate, and the capacity portion 
purchased by the ISP).

24. Therefore, Bell Canada should include in its tariffs a clause that forbids ISPs from allowing residential 
end users from authenticating with a business realm.  This is the only step which can (and must) be taken 
with regards to this type of potential abuse.

Compliance

25. If penalties are not realistic in this case, the next best step is compliance.  Bell Canada can generate 
monthly reports for any "suspect" use of a business realm from a telephone line considered residential.

26. Bell Canada could require ISPs to provide identity and address of all the users listed in that report. 

27. In the case of the business man temporarily working from home, the identity associated with the login 
credentials would point to a business address where a business GAS service is being paid in full.  Bell 
Canada can then consider this to be legitimate and not pursue it further.

28. In the case of ISPs wilfully gaming by allowing residential customer to use their username on a business 
realm, then the ISP would not be able to produce a business address associated with the usernames 
and Bell Canada would then tell the ISP to either abide by the tariff which requires that residential users 
not be authenticated on business realm, of face disconnection of the ISP.

29. In cases or clear abuse (such as an ISP getting 1 business GAS line, and then telling its residential 
customers to all use the same login on a business realm), Bell Canada would have reason to take 
action. However, such behaviour would clearly be outside of the TOS and Bell Canada could simply 
threaten disconnection. 

Initial implementation period

30. Another reason to not approve (interim or otherwise) those penalties is that ISPs may have lived with 
latent profile/network errors which were not an issue in the past and thus never corrected. This may take 
a few billing cycles that include  those reports of suspect logins on business realms before ISPs can clear 
such problems. It would not be fair to impose such drastic financial penalties for the first few months.

31. It should be clear to Bell Canada whether some of the suspect sessions are legitimate, just honest errors 
during an adaptation period (with the ISP signalling those are getting fixed) or whether this is clearly 
systematic abuse. 
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 Alternative forms of punishment

32. While the penalties suggested by Bell Canada are not just and reasonable, there are other types of 
penalties that could be considered.  Vaxination does not condone any particular type but lists them 
to show that there are alternatives. ISPs who make systematic abuses should simply see their service 
terminated. And legitimate use or temporary errors should just be devoid of penalties.

Note:   ISPs differ in how many customers they put per gigE  of capacity. ISPs who cater to bandwidth hogs 
tend to put fewer users per gigE than users who cater to aunts and grand-mothers who make lesser 
use of the net. Bell Canada can calculate how much capacity per end user is purchased by each 
ISP. 

Capacity based penalty.

33. Bell Canada can charge a pro-rated capacity charge for each residential user unjustifiably using a 
business realm. An ISP who puts 2500 customers per gigE would see a penalty of $8,85 per infringing 
user.  This is far more reasonable. It would be higher than the average profit margin for independent 
ISPs while not sending them to bankruptcy court as the Bell proposal would do.

DSLAM port penalty

34. If Bell Canada detects unjustified use of a business realm on DSLAM port designated for residential 
use, then it could simply upgrade the line/port to business and charge the difference ($38.54 instead 
of $24.84 for 10mbps service, a difference of $13.70). Such a penalty, like the capacity based one 
would kill profit without sending the ISP into bankruptcy unless the fraud was widespread.

Alternative tariffs

35. In the 2011-703/704 decisions, the Commission concluded that there were 2 acceptable billing 
practices.  Bell Canada could submit an additional option for business tariffs with lower DSLAM port 
costs but which make use of the residential capacity model.  ISPs would then have the choice of a 
capacity based system for both residential and business, as well as the existing mix with capacity for 
residential and fixed rate for business.

36. By using capacity based for business and residential, ISPs would not be liable for any such penalties, 
and business users would be using the purchased capacity during a period where residential use is 
low, therefore making more efficient use of resources.  ISPs who deal mostly with business users could 
continue to use the fixed rates as defined in the 704 decision.
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Conclusion

37. The penalties requested by Bell Canada are neither just not reasonable. Probably orders of magnitudes 
too high. These penalties must be rejected.

38. There needs to be a period of adjustment where ISPs will get reports of login anomalies and be given a 
chance to rectify them.

39. Whatever system is used, it must permit legitimate uses without placing undue administrative burden on 
both the ISPs and Bell Canada. 

40. The Commission must consider that the outcome of the CNOC Part 1 filing may result in a system where 
such penalties become moot since classification of business vs residential will be properly done by Bell 
without change of fraud/gaming by ISPs.

41. Should penalties still be required until such a time, then more reasonable penalties such as those above 
(and other suggestions which may come from other parties) could be implemented after a reasonable 
delay to allow ISPs to cleanup their profiles/networks.

42. For clear cases of abuse, Bell Canada can still decide to terminate service to an ISP after X warnings.

43. Finally, after implementation of a penalty-free tariff on February 1, the Commission should require Bell to 
provide it with frequent reports on what Bell considers as abuse which would allow the Commission to 
better gauge the requirement for penalties and extent of problems/cheating.

*** END OF DOCUMENT ***
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